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The 2016 Mj7.4 off Fukushima earthquake was occurred at 05:59, November 22, 2016. I have

investigated the source processes of three earthquakes in the 2016 earthquake by the multi-time-window

linear waveform inversion method using the strong-ground motion data. I used the strong-motion data

obtained from K-NET and KiK-net. The data were windowed for 40 s, starting at P-wave arrival time, and

band-pass-filtered between 0.05 to 0.3 Hz (period of 3-20 s) for waveform inversion. The accelerograms

were integrated into ground velocities. Theoretical Green's functions are calculated using the discrete

wavenumber method (Bouchon, 1981) and the Reflection/Transmission coefficient matrix method

(Kennett and Kerry, 1979) using a stratified medium. 

I assumed individual one-dimensional velocity structure model for each station by using waveform

modelling with small earthquake records (Yoshida et al., 2017, EPS). I used multi-time-window linear

waveform inversion procedure (e.g., Hartzell and Heaton, 1983) in which the moment-release distribution

was discretized in both space and time. The relative strength of the smoothing constraint was determined

to minimize Akaike’s Baysian Information Criteria. The length and width of the fault plane was assumed

to be 44 km and 24 km, respectively. The fault plane was divided into subfaults of 4 km ×4 km. The

moment function of each subfault was represented by a series of five smoothed ramp functions. The first

time-window front triggering velocity (VFT) was determined between 1.8 and 2.6 km/s based on residual of

the waveform fits. 

The estimated source model has one asperity located on approximately 20 km southwest to the rupture

starting point. Its largest slip is 2.1 m. The total seismic moment is 2.4×1019 Nm (Mw 6.9). The average

slip is 0.8 m. The rake angle is 270 degree. A characterized source model was made based on the inverted

source model. One rectangular asperity patch was set. Slip time functions on the asperity and background

areas were set based on the moment rate functions on the inverted source model (Yoshida, 2017, SSJ).

Synthetic waveforms agree with the observed records. 

The spatial and temporal stress distribution on the fault planes of this event was calculated by using 3D

FDM. Average of dynamic stress drop on the asperity is about 4 MPa. Rupture time on each subfault was

determined based on peak stress time. The identified rupture propagation was nearly circular and small

deviation of the velocity in the background, but the rupture velocity in the asperity varied in a short

distance. 
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